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1.Is the injury or was 

the impact to the head 

(or any body part 

above the shoulders)?                                          

2. Is the injury/impact 

to the spine?                                                 

  

                       

1. Call home immediately.                                                          
2. Send home concussion info sheet.                         
3. No symptoms reported, return to class.               
4. File accident report if student is sent 
home or concussion symptoms present.                                                
5. Chart on log. 

 

Is the body part: 

deformed, bent, 

bleeding 

uncontrollably, 

swollen, or is there a 

protruding bone? 

1. Call 911 and parents immediately.             
2. Do not straighten body part.                        
3. If bleeding, cover with sterile gauze and 
APPLY PRESSURE just above wound.              
4. Position of maximum comfort                        
5. File accident report & chart on log. 

Is there difficulty in moving body part?                      
Is there a bruise forming?                                        
Was the bleeding substantial yet now controlled?  

 

1. Call parents.                                                  

2. File accident report & chart on log.                                     

3. Is return to class requested by parents?  

Is the student:  inconsolable, wincing or grimacing with movement, 

guarding injured body part even when distraction attempted? 

 

1. Call parents to 

report findings         

2. Chart this on log 

Provide comfort measures including any 

combination of ice, bandage, and rest and 

have student return to class                            

and chart on log 

 

1. Do not move student.                                                

2. Call 911.                                                

3. Call parents immediately.                                                                            

4. File accident report & chart on log 

 

If the student is consolable 

with no signs of pain, or 

pain greatly 

improved/improving they 

are ready to return to class.  

 

Head: Is student unconscious?  

Spine: Is student unable to 

move or expressing pain 

(crying, wincing, grimacing) 

with movement? 

 

If a student EVER returns a 2nd time for the same injury CALL HOME and FILL OUT INCIDENT REPORT. 

 

1. First Aid & rest in office.                

 


